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We are all doing or have done some mentoring at some point in our lives; this is an 

opportunity to create a professional aspect out of what is a fabulous way of 

supporting others.  The course is for in-house professionals or anyone considering or 

already having experience of mentoring in businesses, for owners and management 

teams. An interactive and enjoyable day with great learnings that will help embed 

existing mentoring skills, develop new ones, build your mentoring brand and help 

you to engage with those you are looking to support to grow and flourish. 

Participative, enjoyable and provocative, with the opportunity to share experiences 

and best practice, make new contacts and embed real quality in your mentoring 

delivery, the course provides the tools and groundwork from which to refine your 

mentoring and build your accreditation and professionalism. 

Provided 

Materials and templates for Mentors and Mentees, Tools and Techniques, 
Lunch & refreshments  
 

Achievement 

Full accreditation and certificate (with submitted case study) equates to one Credit    
Accredited Practitioner Mentor - APM 

Accrediting body: International Institute of Coaches and Mentors (IIC&M) 

 

Topics Covered 

Round table discussion on expectations and experiences 

What is Mentoring? Past to present. The classic Do’s and Dont’s  
Differentiations: Mentoring/Coaching/Consulting 

Key Skills, contracting, responsibilities, ethics, techniques 

Methods, common frustrations, challenges and solutions 

The Review Process 

Resources, templates and tools…and some role play 

Sum up, feedback and a challenge 

Accreditation procedure and next steps. 
Course Cost - £375 +VAT to include lunch, refreshments, materials and certificate 

Booking and Details - islab@smartcoachingtraining.co.uk - 07828 516058 
 
“I just want to thank you for a stimulating and informative course last week. Before coming I was 

apprehensive about what I would learn. However after the course I was really impressed and 

stimulated by how interactive the course was; how much I learned; and how driven you are to improve 

the quality of mentoring in the UK. Your approach and definition of what business mentoring should 

be is also refreshing! I was also bowled over by your generosity of spirit in your willingness to share 

information and methods with us and this is really rare. 
I would highly recommend your course to anyone who seriously wishes to become a serious 

enterprise mentor.” 

(Nigel Simon, previous delegate)                 This Course is Copyright 2015 Kerrie Dorman Ltd 
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